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Introduction.
The order filters on a locally finite partially ordered set P constitute the open sets for a topology on P. A sheaf of abelian topological groups will be constructed on the topological space P, and the endomorphism ring of this sheaf will be proved isomorphic to the incidence algebra of P (over Z).
2.
A sheaf of abelian groups on P. Let P be a locally finite (every interval [x, y] of P is finite) partially ordered set. An (order) filter on P is a subset V of P which contains y whenever x ^ y and xeV. For xeP, V x = {yeP:xSy} is the principal filter generated by x. The filters on P are easily seen to be the open sets for a topology on P, and the increasing maps from P to another locally finite partially ordered set Q are precisely the continuous functions from P to Q [5] .
For each filter V on P, let M(P 9 V\ or simply M(V) when reference to P is understood, denote the free abelian group on V. 
M(V)$T[M(Vd%Y\M{V k nVj) ni
where n is induced by the restrictions r(V, V& n 1 is induced by the restrictions r[V k , V k n Vj), and n 2 is induced by the restrictions r(V j9 V k n V-). That n is injective is clear. Let a = (a f )en^(K) where a,. = ^a /:x x, and suppose that rc^a) = 7c 2 For each filter V of P, let A(V) be the commutative ring with basis V of orthogonal idempotents. So A(V) = M(V) as abelian groups, and A(P) is the Möbius algebra (over Z) studied in [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] , and [8] . It is easy to see that the restriction maps introduced above are ring homomorphisms. If
It now follows easily that THEOREM 
T/ze association T »-• T(P) is an injective ring homomorphism of the endomorphism ring, End(M), of the sheaf M to the incidence algebra, J{P), ofP (over Z).
P is lower finite if for each y e P, the set {x e P : x ^ y} is finite. COROLLARY 
End(M) ^ J(P) if and only ifP is lower finite.

A topology on M(P).
Subsets S of P satisfying (*) {x rg y : x $ S} is finite for every ye P will be called (*)-sets. In particular, every cofinite subset of P is a (*)-set. For each (*)-set S, let N(S) be the subgroup of M(P) generated by S. Since S n R is a (*)-set whenever both of S and P are, iV(5) n N(P) = AT(S n R).
So the collection ^ = {N(S):
S is a (*)-set} is a base for a filter of neighborhoods of 0 determining the structure of abelian topological group on
. PROPOSITION 
This topology on M(P) is discrete if and only ifP is lower finite.
PROOF. This topology on M(P) is discrete if and only if {0} e 31 if and only if 0 is a (*)-set if and only if P is lower finite. PROPOSITION 
This topology on M(P) is Hausdorff.
PROOF. For xeP, let S x = P -{x}. Then S x is a.(*)-set, and f]N(S x ) = {0}.
A subset R of P is said to be bounded above finitely provided there exists a finite subset F of P such that xeR implies x g y for some yeF. PROPOSITION 
P is bounded above finitely if and only if every (*)-set is cofinite.
PROOF. Suppose P is bounded above finitely by the finite subset F. For each (*)-set S and each yeF, the set {x ^ y:x $ S] must be finite. Hence, S is the complement of a finite subset of P.
Conversely, assume that every (*)-set is cofinite. Then V x is finite for every xeP since by local finiteness the complement of V x is a (*)-set. So P is upper finite and admits an antichain U such that for every xeP there exists y e U with x ^ y. But the complement of U is a (*)-set. Hence U is finite.
Let M{P) be the completion of M(P) as abelian topological group. The summability [1, III. 5.2] in M(P) of families {<x x x:xeP,a x eZ) will be discussed. THEOREM 
If {x:a x ^ 0} is bounded above finitely, then £ <x x x exists in M(P).
PROOF. Let R = {x:oc x # 0}. It suffices [1, III. 5.2] to find, for every (*)-set S, a finite subset J of R such that R -J ç S. But there is a finite subset F of P such that xeR implies x ^ y for some y e F. Set J = {xeR:x£S} which is finite since, for each y e F, {x ^ y:x $ S} is finite. PROPOSITION 5 . If ]T a x x exists in M(P), tfoen /or eac/i y e P there are at most finitely many x ^ y with oc x ^ 0.
PROOF . For each y e P, the complement of V y is a (*)-set. The converse to Proposition 5 is not true. Let N denote the negative integers in their natural order. For each positive integer i, let P t = N, and let P be the disjoint union of {Pj with the induced order. That is, P is the coproduct in the category of partially ordered sets and increasing maps of the family {ƒ>•}. For each xeP, let a* be 1 or 0 according as x = -1 e P t for some i or not. Then for each yeP there is exactly one xeP with x ^ y and a x ^ 0. But £a x x does not converge since {xeP:x ^ -2 in some Pj is a (*)-set which does not meet {x e P:cc x ^ 0}. fil(P) ). But the set 5' = {sGS:x ^ s implies xeS} is a (*)-set (by local finiteness) satisfying this condition. From Theorem 1 and topological considerations it then follows that THEOREM 
T is a group homomorphism. To show that T is continuous, it suffices to show that for any (*)-set S there exists a (*)-set S' such that T(x) e N(S) for every xeS' (N{S) is the closure of N(S) in
The incidence algebra, J(P\ of P (over Z) is isomorphic to
End(M), the endomorphism ring of the sheaf M of abelian topological groups on P.
5.
Increasing maps and maps of sheaves. Consider the category whose objects are locally finite partially ordered sets P along with the sheaf M = M(P, • ) of abelian topological groups on P and whose morphisms are continuous maps ƒ : P -• Q (continuous = increasing) along with a morphism ƒ of the sheaf M(g, •) on Q to the sheaf M(P,-) 0 / -1 on Q. So, for the increasing map f:P -> Q and each filter Von g,
is a continuous group homomorphism, and these maps commute with the restriction mapsr(K,U) for filters U ^ Von Q.ln particular, for an increasing map f\P -> Q such that, for each qeQ, {peP:f(p) = q} is bounded above finitely,/can be defined as follows: for each filter Fon Q,
Kv)-MQ,v)^ü{p,r\n
is determined by q H» Z/(P)=<ZP f°r # G ^ Many of the results concerning Möbius inversion admit simple proofs in this setting. For example, the following result due to Rota [6] has been elegantly proved by Greene [4] in its finite form in the context of the Möbius algebra and here is proved in its most general form using only the continuous linearity of ƒ. The theorem follows from comparison of the coefficients of ô(P, p) in each of these expressions for â(q).
6. Remarks. Local finiteness was used only in Proposition 4 and was given only to shed light on the concept of (*)-set and the related conjecture on summability. So the construction of the sheaf M does not depend on local finiteness. This suggests letting End(M) be the incidence algebra of an arbitrary partially ordered set. This definition and a more detailed account of the results given here will appear later.
The subgroups N(S) 9 S a (*)-set, of M(P) are ideals of the Möbius algebra structure A(P) on M(P). Thus, M can be considered as a sheaf A of topological rings, and A(P) is a continuous generalization of the Möbius algebra construction (over Z).
